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  119 cases of renal masses were examined．
  As the result， 39 renal tumors （92．9d） were detected from 42 solid masses which were diagnosed
ultrasonically．
  Even in 63 cystic masses diagnosed ultrasonically， 3 pelvic tumors and 1 renal tumor were found．
  In such cases， aspiration biopsy using ultrasonically guided puncture was usefu1．
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Xx／Fig． 1． Scanning of the kidney
    （a） Prone position
































Fig． 2． Case 1
大内：超音波診断・腎
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           Fig． 4． Case 3
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     Fig． 5． Case 4
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（a） Contact compound scanning
   （b）
Fig． 6． Case 5
（b） Linear electric scanning（c） U．1． Octoson
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           Fig． 7． Case 6
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